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ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATIONS TEC�NIQUE 

ALLIED FIELDS AND I TS APPLICATIONS IN 

MIXER CONTROLS FOR DYNAMIC AND RIBBON 

MICROPHONES 

lr 11 N June, 1931, the General 

I 
Radio Company announced 
the TYPE 652 Volume Con

- _ trol for microphone mixer 
and general gain-control work in all 
sorts of voice circuits. Since that time, 
many hundreds of these units have 
been sold and operated with uniform 
success. Their performance has proved 
to be so reliable that they are widely 
used in talking motion-picture record
ing installations. The requirements for 
this service are particularly rigid since 
any failure in the mixer circuits may 
ruin completely an expensive shot. 

The advent of the dynamic and rib
bon microphones has brought up a new 
consideration. in the design of micro
phone mixer controls and a new Gen
eral Radio unit for this work. 

Condenser microphones having a 
very high impedance necessarily work 
into the grid of a vacuum tube. Their 
output therefore i always pre-amplified 
before reaching the mixers. Incidental 
to this amplification has been the fact 
that the mixing is done at a relatively 

high level. The ribbon and dynamic 
microphones both have a low impe
dance, and , for this reason, it is desirable 
to arrange the mixers so that they op
erate direct]y from the microphones. 

This system does away with the all pre
amplification and the microphone vol
ume controls operate at a much lower 
level than is the case with condenser 
microphones. This accentuates the ne·· 
cessity for a noiseless mixer control. 

The new TYPE 653 Volume Control 
has been designed with the foHowing 
most important requirements in mind: 
(1) The most noiseless electrical oper-

ation possible. 
(2) Rigid mechanical construction to 

eliminate any possibilities of me
chanical or electrical breakdown.. 

(3) Ease of instaJlation and mainte
nance. 

( 4) Good frequency characteristic. 
(5) Small physical size and low weight 

for portable insta1lations . 

( 6) Low price. 
The greatest cause of electrical noise 

is a minute potential generated between 
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FIGURE 1. Th new TYPE 653 Volume Con
trol give a Slllooth increase in attenuation 
from zero t:o cutoff at a noi level lower than 
t:he background-noise level ip. the quietest of 
amplifier . They are interchangeable with 
other control , ha iug two mounting holes 

spaced IYz inches apart 

the contacts due to the fact that unlike 
metals in conta t in air gene1·a-te a small 
electrical potent· al. nother important 
source of noise is due to insecure con
nection between the switch arm. and 
the contacts. The older TYPE 652 Vol
um.e Control is a slide-wire device in 
which an Advance metal slider oper
ates across a resistance form wound 
with Advance wire. By using identical 
metals in this way, the contact noise 
was reduced to a very low value. In
herent, howe er, in slide-wire controls, 
is the difficulty in obtaining a sound 
contact between the lider and the re
sistance form. The new TYPE 653 Vol
ume Control is a step-by-step device. A 
th1·ee-bladed switch slides o er the con
tact points, making a firm and unvary
ing connection with each one. The hes 
material available for such a switch is 
phosphor bronze. It would be ideal to 
make the switch contacts also of phos-

phor bronze, but this is not practicable, 
from the standpoint of wear, as the two 
metals do not operate well together 
mechanically. The contacts are made of 
a bronze alloy, which has been devel
oped as a result of long e perience in 
making precision decade boxes. The 
combination of these two metals results 
in no detectable contact potential, and 
the use of a well designed and stiff 
3-leaf switch pro ides a firm me
chan ·cal contact. After thousands of 
operations, the contacts show no appre
ciable wear. 

The resistance units are wound on 
cylindrical spools which are a part of 
the bakelite moulding carrying the con
tacts. This results in a rigid construc
tion that will withstand any lcind of 
rough usage which may be encountered 
in field work. Reference to Figure 3 will 
show the details of this mechanical 
construction. The whole assembly is in
terchangeable with the TYPE 652 Vol
ume Control and other standard con
trols. The dial plate which carries the 
calibration in decibels serves as a drill
ing template for the mounting. 

The circuit is a ladder network. 
Thirty-three steps are used and the at
tenuation is about 1.5 decibels per step. 
Actually, the switch bridges two con
tacts in. its travel, approximately halv
ing these steps. This increment is much 
smaller than can be detected by ear and 
it provide therefore, a very smooth 
regulation of the volume. The ladder 
network is designed so that the attenu
ation is linear with angular rotation 
of the control knob for the first 29 con
tacts. Towards cutoff or in.finite attenu
ation., the attenuation characteristic 
has an increa ingly steeper slope, the 
attenuation per step rising above about 
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45 decibels. By this means a program 
can be faded out completely without in
troducing an abrupt cutoff. 

The electrical circuit is such that the 
output impedance remains constant 
o er the useful part of the scale. The 
output impedance remains at the nom
inal value up to infinite attenuation 
which is valuable, because if several 
mixer are set at zero output (that is, 
infinite attenuation) they will cause no 
impedance change in the mixer system. 

The question of defining in quanti
tative units the noise level of a volume 
control is rather difficult. pair of high
resistance head telephones bridged 
across a circuit operating at zero level 
(0.006 watts) will provide an extremely 
loud signal. A level of about 40 decibels 
below this will still give quite an appre
ciable signal in the phones. If, as often 
happens, an amplifier having a gain of 
100 decibels precedes the ircuit just 
mentioned, a noise having a level of 

FIGURE 2. This unique construction guaran
tees ruggedness and a flat frequency character
istic for all settings over the entire attenuation 
range. Note that the shaft i insulated and 

that the frame is at ground potential 

-140 de ibels will sLill be detectable in 
the headphones. For this reason a vol
ume control which is used in low-level 
mixer circuits must have an inhe1·ent 
noise level less than 140 decibels. 

The nature of the noise from a vol
ume control depends upon the manner 
in which it is used. However, it is gen
erally mo t obje tionable when the con
trol is turned very rapidly. By using 
great care in the design of a high-gain 
amplifier this noise can be amplified to 
a point that will just indicate on the 
most sensiti e meters. The mea ure
ment is complicated by the fact that a 
carefully designed volume control will 
have a noise level so low that it is 
largely overridden by tube noise and 
extraneous pickup in the amplifier. 

w4:? can assume an arbitrary value 
for noise o detected which is known to 
be too low to interfere with voice-circuit 
operation even when worked in a dy
namic microphone mixer at the micro-

FIGURE 3. N oi e ha been practically elimi
nated from TYPE 653 Volume Controls 
through the use of a precision-type switch 
a sembly and alloy contacts having a negli
gible contact po ential with the switch blade 
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PERFORMANCE CHARACT E RISTJC S 

TYPE 653-MB VOLUME CONTROL 
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FIGURE 4. The ladder-type network u ed in TYPE 653 Volume Controls gives the linear attenua
"tion characteristic and constant terminal impedances shown in the accompany in� curves. The 
attenuation increases by incr men.ts of approximately 0.8 db per step so that I.be volUDI.e change 

is. for all practical purposes, continuous 

phone level. Each General Radio TYPE 
653 Volume Control is given such a test 
before it is shipped. If the noise indi-

cated exceedR this arbitrary level, the 
control is rejecLed In this way, it will 
be known that the noise is below its in-

FIGURE 5. lnspec"tinu TYPE 653 Volmne Controls for noise. Every General Radio volurne 
control is individually tested for noise. al:t:enuation, and impedance, as well as the u ual 

mechanical inspection 
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terference point so that when it is put 
in service no difficulties wi1l arise. 

In addition to this noise te t the con
trols are also individually tested for the 
important mechanical and electrical 
characteristics. 

The frequency characteristic is re
markably good. A series of experiments 
conducted in our laboratory indi ate 
that a given control has no measurable 
change in its attenuation chara teristic 
by comparison with a precision atten
uation network for any frequency be
tween 1000 and 10,000 cycles. The 
impedance also does not vary with 
frequency.-A. E. THIESSEN 

TYPE 653 Volume Controls are made 

for use in 50-., 200-, and 500-ohm. cir
cuit as follows: 

TYPE 653-MA . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  50 ohms 

TYPE 653-MB . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  200 ohms 

TYPE 653-MC . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  500 ohms 

Price: $12.50, each 

TRIAL OFFER-Send us your order 
for one or more of these new volume 
controls. Try them. out for 10 days. 
Then, if you don't want to keep them, 
send them back in good condition and 
we 'II either cancel the invoice or refund 
your money if you paid cash. 

RECEIVER TESTING IN THE UL TRAHIGH-FREOUENCY BANDS 

R
ECE T developments ha e indi

cated that the radio-frequency 
transmission band around 56 mega
cycles (5 meter ) hold many interest
ing possibilities. The general usefulness 
in communication work of higher fre
quencies than those now commonly 
u ed has led many radio receiver de
signers into the investigation. of the 
band above 30 megacycles. 

To meet the need for an inexpensive 
instrument for measuring and testing 
the receivers at these ultrahigh fre
quencies., the General Radio Company 
has developed a new standard-signal 
generator embodying many interesting 
design features. It will operate at fre
quencies from 3 megacycles (100 me
ters) to as high as 100 megacycles (3 
meters). Careful consideration of the 
requirements for a standard-signal gen
erator to work in this band sho' s that 
part of the problems that are en oun.
tered in the design of the signal gener
ator involve both the signal generator 

and the operation of the receiver under 
te t when com1ected to it. 

One diffi uJty., very serious at high 
frequencies and almo t negligible at 
broadcast frequencies., is that the per
formance of a receiver depends., to a 
large extent, on the impedan e of the 
antenna conne ted to its input ter
minals. Jn the more elaborate broad
cast receivers, that influence is pur
posely minimized by careful design 
involving some sacrifice of sensitivity. 
Conditions are different in receivers 
using regenerative systems., at high 
frequencie in particular. It is for this 
reason that the TYPE 604-B Test-Signal 
Generator i arranged for coupling to 
the receiver under test by mean of an 
antenna as well as the conventional 
shielded able. 

When u ing the one and one-half-foot 
low-indu tance cable, particularly at 
frequen ies above 50 megacycles, it 
mu t be kept in mind tha·t the input 
voltage at the receiver may be different 
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FIGURE I. A TYPE 604-B Te 't-Signal Genera'tor bowing the smallest of 'the three rod-type 
antennas. Volta�e can also be delivered to the receiver under test by mean of the cable, 'the 
jack for which 1 on the panel. The coil-mounting rack and the 13 coils supplied with the 

instrument can be s'tored in a compartment in id the cabin.et 

from the output voltage of the signal 
generator. Depending upon the imped
ance of the cable and the impedance of 
the receiver, the input vohage to the 
recei er may be higher or lower than 
the vol Lage at the ignal genera tor. For 
any definite frequency, however, ac
curate comparative values can be ob
tained, as long as the receiver input im
pedance is unchanged. 

It is to avoid many of these difficulties 
that a rod-type antenna is provided. By 
connecting any one of three antennas to 
a second output terminal in the co er 
of the generator, and by changing the 
distance between test- ignal generator 
and re eiver, a wide range of field
strength values can be obtained at the 
receiver. This method of te ting has the 
advantage that the receiv r can be used 
in connection with its proper antenna 
and, further, make it po sible to choose 
the be t antenna for a receiver. 

Figure 2 how a functional che
ma tic wiring diagram of the TYPE 604-B 
Test-Signal Generator, consisting es
sentially of the o cilia Ling circuit, the 

attenuator, and the modulating system. 
The oscillator i a 31-type tube, with 

anode voltages adjustable between 50 
and 150 volts. The higher plate volt
ages are necessary only to obtain suf
ficient amplitude at the highest fre
quencies. The variable condenser of 
the tuned circuit has a maximum ca
pacitance of 60 µµf. The capacitance in 
the circuit limits the frequency range of 
the coil to about 1 to 1.4 and to some
what less at the highest frequency. The 
inductors are plug-in coils with plugs 
designed to ha e a small inductance. 
Thirteen coils are supplied to cover the 
entire range between 3 and 100 mega
cycles, space for the twelve spares be
ing provided in.side the cabinet. 

A micro-ammeter is connected in 
series with the grid-leak of the radio
frequency o cillator. Thi i u ed for 
measuring the carrier amplitude. The 
actual control of amplitude depends 
upon the voltage applied to the plate 
and i adju ted by means of a poten
tiometer provided for this purpose. The 
method of amplitude indication de-
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pends upon the fact that the amount of 
rectified grid current will depend upon 
the grid swing of the tube, independent 
of frequency. The grid urren t is always 
set at one value tha t orresponding to 
an attenuator input oltage of 10 volts. 

It has been found by careful te t 

that, over the entire range of frequen
cies, no error greater than 10% will be 
made. This error i incon iderable when 
it is remembered that inaccuracie of 
this order of magnitude can be expected 
at frequencies as low as 25 megacycles 
when thermocouples are used . 

The mo t omplica ted problem in 
the de ign of the TYPE 604-B Test-Sig
nal Generator ' a the attenuator and 
output system. The best resistance at
tenuators operate quite atisfactorily 
up to perhaps 30 megacy les hut, due 
to unavoidable indu tan.ce and capaci
tance of the resistors, they are not us
able over the higher frequency ranges. 

A capacitance attenua-tor was se
lected a the he t available, because of 
its small frequency error and simpli ity 
of constru tion. It i built up in -two 
stage , the first of whi h redu e the 
voltage fro:m 10 volt to 1 volt for ap
plication to the antenna terminal . 

The second stage consists of two con
densers, one adjustable by the output
control dial and the other fixed. The 
ja k for the output cable is connected 
in parallel aero s t he fixed condenser. 
The maximum voltage available at this 
ja k is 10,000; :minimum, 5 microvolts. 

Capacitances of the order of 0.001 µf, 
such as are required for the attenuator, 
cannot be u ed without elaborate pre
caution . The variable-condenser-at
tenuator is operated by means of the 
large dial at the right of the panel. 
Through a rack and pinion-gear ar
rangement, the dial drives a conical 
plunger that mo es in and out of a re
cessed plate which i the tator of the 
condenser. The distance between the 
plunger and the plate determines the 
effe tive capacitance of the system. 
The capacitance variation is such that 
the output voltage from the attenua-tor 
varies almost logarithmically with an
gular rotation of the dial control. The 
electrical part of the attenuator are 
carried in a cast aluminum housing. 

s mentioned before, two sets of out
put terminal are a ailahle on 1:he TYPE 
604-B Te t-Signal Generator. The an
tenna terminal is set for a onstant 
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FIGURE 2. Functional schematic diagram for the TYPE 604-B Test- ign.al G :nerator 
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value of 1 volt, and has an internal out
putimpedance corre ponding to a capac
itance of about 90 µµf. This terminal 
is u ed to connect the plug-in vertical 
antenna. It is located almost in the cen
ter of the cabinet cover. In this way, 
the metal lining of the cabinet acts as a 
counterpoi e and provides for a uni
form field. The antenna is divided into 
three sections, the lengths of which are 
so cho en that the second and third ones 
gi e 10 time and 100 times the field 
strength obtained with the first. The 
total length for the three sections of the 
antenna is 15 inche . 

The second output terminal is the 
jack located in the center of the panel. 
The internal output impedance corre
sponds to a capacitance of 200 µµf and 
is independent of attenuator setting. 

The TYPE 604-B Test-Signal Gener
ator is carefully shielded and the stray 
field i so small that it will not affect 
the accuracy of any measurement on a 
receiver within the output voltage 
range of the instrument. 

Internal and external modulation are 
provided for the TYPE 604-B Test-Sig
nal Generator. The internal modulation 
circuit consists of a 31-type tube and a 
plug-in o cillator unit that determines 
the modulation. frequency. This unit 
con i t of an inductor and a con.den er 
mounted in a ingle contain.er. The unit 
for 400-cycle modulation is furnished as 
standard equipment, but on special or
der, plug-in units for other audio fre
quencies can be furni hed. External 
modulation is possible through the 
audio range up to 200 kilo ycle . 

Within the audio-frequency range, 
percentage modulation i set by means 
of the grid-current micro-ammeter. At 
higher modulat ing frequen ies, the 

FIGURE 3. All baueries for the TYPE 604-B 
Test-Signal Generator can be mounted insid e 
the cabinet. Note the capacitance att:enuator, 
the antenna output jack, and the provision for 
coil storage. The cap-type shield on the table 
in front of the in trument was removed from 
the carrier-frequency coil in the left-hand 

corner of the cabinet 

voltage applied to the extern.al modu
lation terminal i to be set to a value 
corresponding to the calibration chart 
furnished with every instrument (5 
volts is an average). In both cases, the 
modulation will be 30o/c. The modula
tion frequency should be less than 1.5% 
of the carrier frequency. The input im
pedance of the external modulation 
terminals in the audio-frequency range 
is about 5000 ohm . Inasmuch as a 
0.002-µµf condenser is connected across 
them, the in.put impedance at high 
modulation frequen ies will be less. 

The price of the TYPE 604-B Test
Signal Generator, complete with 13 
coils for covering the entire range 
between 3 and 100 megacycles but 
without tubes or batteries, is $300.00. 
Frequency calibrations can be supplied 
for an e 'tra charge. - E. KARPL s 
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THE EDGERTON STROBOSCOPE AT THE NEW YORK AUTO SHOW 

PHOTO BY WIDE WORLD 

T
HE General Motors Corporation 
capitalized on the interest of every 

automobile buyer in the operating 
mechanism of his engine by demon
strating a cutaway Buick engine in 
stroboscopic slow motion. The dem
onstration was part of the General 
Motors exhibit at the New York Auto 
Show and, later, at the Chicago Show. 
The stroboscopi illumination was sup
plied by four Edgerton Stroboscopes 
mounted at strategic points around the 
engine block. The four stroboscopes 
gave sufficient illumination so that 

there was no difficulty in seeing the 
stroboscopic action in the brilliantly 
lighted exhibition hall. 

The engine was driven by an adjust
able-speed electric motor, and the con
tactor mechanism, by means of which 
the timing of the stroboscope flashes 
was effected, was an integral part of 
the drive assembly. This e hibit, we 
are informed, will be shown in many 
of the larger cities, probably as part of 
a local Buick distributor's demonstra
tion rather than in the public auto 
shows, the sea on for which is already 
well advanced. 
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TWO NEW RHEOSTAT-POTENTIOMETERS 

FOR HEAVY DUTY SERVICE 

T
wo new series of rheostat-potenti

ometer units whi h combine the ad
vantages of earlier models with a high 
power dissipation rating are now avail
able. The smaller of the two, TYPE 333, 
has a power rating of 100 watts; the 
larger, TYPE 533, has a rating of 500 
watts. 

Both units are similar in general 
detail of design to the six other General 

Radio rheostat-potentiometer eries. 
They can he mounted either behind the 
panel or on the table top, and each is 
fitted with three terminals so that it 
can he used as a rheo tat for either 
direction of rotation or as a voltage 
divider. 

The resistance wire is wound on an 
asbestos-covered aluminum form, thus 
assuring a maximum of heat radiation 

The two new heavy-duty rheostat-potenti

ometers assembled for panel mounting. By loos

ening two collars and pushing through the shaft, 
the knob may .be mounted on the other end for 

table mounting. . • . -

Right: TYPE 533-A, 
250 watts 

Left: TYPE 333-A, 100 watts. 
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and the elimination of hot pot when 
only a portion of the resistor i in u e. 
Supporting frame are moulded from. a 
bakelite compound having the ability 
to withstand operating tempera·tures 
well in e ce s of requirements. 

The TYPE 333 Rheostat-Potenti
ometer are identical in over-all dimen
sions with the TYPE 371 and TYPE 471 
Rheostat-Potentiometers. They have 
four rim.es the power rating of the 
former. 

The TYPE 533 Rheo tat-Potenti -
ometers are 5:Yi6 inch in diameter and 
3,7-2 inche in height, exclu ive of the 
knob which adds l:Yi6 inch to the over
all height. The haft is of steel, and the 
conta t arm is e pecially designed for 
low contact resistan e o that troubles 
due to overheating at the contact have 
been definitely eliminated. 

These two units will find their prin
cipal application in the ontrol of volt
age and current in power circuits where 
their con· enien.t mounting, fiexibili ty, 
and low co t will make them de irable 

where it has formerly been ne e sary to 
use the tubular type of rheo tat. 

Ea h unit i fitted with three jack
top bin.ding po ts arranged on the 
standard �-inch spa ing, a decided 

onven.ien. e in temporary set-up by 
students and workers in research lab
oratories. 

Seven sizes of each model are carried 
in stock but other re istance values 
within the po' er rating limits of 1 00 
and 250 watts, re pectively, can be 
built to order at ligbtl greater prices 
than those given in the following price 
Ii t. 

Th following table lists the stock 
model and spe ifies the total resist
ance and maximum allowable current. 
The e current and power rating are 
ha ed on a 100- egree entigrade tem
perature rise where the unit is operated 
in the open without forced air circula
tion. Where the unit is to he enclosed, 
an allowan e should be made for the 
resulting increa e in ambient tempera
ture. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Maxim.um, 
Type Total Resistance Current Code Word Price 

333-A 1 ohm 10.0 a VALOR $4.00 

333-A 3 ohms 5.8 a VAPID 4.00 

333-A 10 •• 3.2 a VE u 4.00 

333-A 30 
•• 1.9 a VIGIL 4.00 

333-A 100 .. 1.0 a VIGOR 4.00 

333-A 300 
.. 

0.6 a VILLA 4.00 

333-A 600 
.. 0.4 a lPER 4.00 

533-A 1 ohm 15.8 a MOLAR 6.00 

533-A 3 ohin 9.1 a MONAD 6.00 

533-A 10 5.0 a MORAL 6.00 

533-A 30 •• 2.9 a MOTTO 6.00 

533- 100 .. 1.6 a f GGY 6.00 

533- 300 •• 0.9 a M M lY 6.00 

533-A 600 
« 0.6 a MU TY 6.00 
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NEW PORCELAIN INSULATOR ASSEMBLIES 

CLEARANCE 
FOR �,,"TERMINAL 

!4" BRASS ROD 
15" LONCf' 

Seven new General Radio insulator assemblies for amateur and laboratory use. Each is made 
of the be t grad of glazed porcelain selected for great mechanical strength and a minimum 

of moisture absorption 

Type 
628-A 
627-A 
629-A 
630-A 
630-B 
630-C 
260 

SPECIFICATIONS 

DPscription Code Word 
In. ulator MEDAL 
Jack-Top Insulator MAYOR 
Lead-In Assembly MERCY 
Single-Terminal Stand-OIT Insulator EDUCE 
Double-Terminal Stand-Off Iasulator EGRET 
Triple-Term.inal Stand-Off Insulator EJECT 
Wall Insulator co ·re 

All insulator assemblies are supplied with wood screws 
and the lead washers FO nece�sary Lu prevent breakage 

Price 
$0.30 

.60 

.90 

.10 

.20 

.25 

.20 

T
HE GENERAL RADIO COMPANY mails the Experimenter, without charge, 

each month to engineers, scientists, and others interested in commun

ication-frequency measurement and control problems. Please send requests 

for subscriptions and address-change notices to the 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 

30 State Street Cambridge A, Massachusetts 
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